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Abstract 
Suppose G is a finite graph and let T c V(G) be a subset of its vertices throughout referred to 
as terminals. The problem MAXIMUM DISJOINT T-PATHS (MDT-P) is to find a family of 
maximum pairwise disjoint paths connecting pairs of terminals. MDT-P is a nontrivial 
extension of the maximum matching problem; the latter being equivalent to the special case 
T = V. We present a dual problem of minimum odd T-disconnector, an appropriate minimax 
theorem and an 0(n4) algorithm constructing optimal solutions for both primal and dual 
problems. 
1. Introduction 
Throughout this paper, G = (V, E) is a finite undirected simple graph, and 
T E V is a subset of distinguished vertices referred to as terminals. A path in G is 
a sequence (vl, . . , up) of distinct vertices of G such that (Vi, Ui+ 1) E E, 1 < i < p - 1. 
A T-path is a path connecting two terminals, and passing through no other 
terminal. A collection 9 of pairwise vertex disjoint T-paths is referred to as a T- 
system. 
The main result in this paper is a polynomial time algorithm for the problem 
MAXIMUM DISJOINT T-PATHS (MDT-P): find in G a T-system of maximum 
cardinality. 
MDT-P might be located between two well-known problems. On the one hand, it is 
a generalization of the maximum matching problem; the latter being equivalent to the 
particular case T = V. On the other hand MDT-P forms a special case of Gallai’s 
problem [4], which for now is solved only non-constructively by Mader [7]. Gallai’s 
problem is to find a maximum family of pairwise internally disjoint T-paths (i.e. which 
may meet at the terminals). To reduce MDT-P to Gallai’s problem, one may add 
another copy t’ of each terminal t, connect t with t’ and proclaim T = {t’} for the new 
terminal set. 
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Mader established a min-max duality theorem for Gallai’s problem. This theorem 
can be regarded as the multi-terminal version of the well-known Menger theorem on 
maximum internally disjoint (s - t)-paths. Mader replaces the “(s - t)-cut” notion by 
a “T-disconnector”: a set {vi, . . . , up; e, , . . . , e,} of vertices and edges intersecting each 
and every T-path. Its “capacity” is defined by Mader generalizing the cut capacity in 
the (s - t)-case. 
In Section 2, we introduce the dual problem of MDT-P by means of which we 
examine, later on, the results of the algorithm. The basic notion here is the odd 
T-disconnector: A combination of Mader’s “T-disconnector” and the “odd set cover” 
introduced by Edmonds [l] in his duality theorem for the matching problem. (The 
odd T-disconnector is closer to Edmonds’ term, in that it contains only sets of vertices, 
in contrast to the vertex-edge disconnector due to Mader.) Next, we state and prove 
one direction of the MDT-P duality theorem. The second direction is derived later 
using the final results of the algorithm. 
In Section 3, we define the basic terms of the algorithm: “alternating trail” and 
“augmenting trail”, generalizing the matching terminology. (The existence of an 
augmenting path is not assured here, hence we are forced to permit self intersections.) 
The augmentation produced by the algorithm (Section 4), can be regarded as a joint 
generalization of the Ford-Fulkerson method and the alternating path procedure in 
the matching theory. A similar approach was suggested in [S] for the general Gallai 
problem. The main difficulty there is caused by unavoidable edge repetition; no 
general way to overcome this difficulty was offered. 
In Section 5, we make use of the final results of the algorithm in order to construct 
a particular odd T-disconnector establishing the optimality of both primal and 
dual solutions as well as the minimax theorem. The calculation of the complexity, 
in Section 6, shows that a direct implementation of the algorithm, runs in O(n”) 
time. 
2. A dual problem 
In this section we define the MDT-P dual terms used for the formulation of the 
duality min-max theorem. 
Let G = ( V, E) be a graph and T a subset of I/. An odd T-disconnector is a collection 
9 = (S, )...) s,; or )...) 0,} of subsets of I/ (including terminals), such that 
(i) S 1, . . . , S, are singletons. 
(ii) IOjlisoddand >3,1<j<q. 
(iii) Every path connecting two terminals, passes either through some Si or through 
two vertices of some Oj. 
For any odd subset 0 of V we define the capacity of 0 by: 
cap(O) = 
i 
1 if 101 = 1, 
LlOl/Z] if 101 >l. 
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The capacity of an odd T-disconnector is defined by: 
cap(g) = C cap(O) = p + f: y 
OE9 j=l Ll 
(2) 
Proposition 2.1. Let G and T be as above. Then 
191 G cap(s) 
for any T-system B and any odd T-disconnector 9. 
(3) 
Proof. Suppose9 = {Si,..., S,; Oi , . . , 0,} where the Si’s are the singletons of 9 and 
the Oj’S are the other odd sets. Let P be any path from 9. Since 9 is an odd 
T-disconnector, P either contains one of the singletons, say S;, or 1 P n Oj, 1 3 2 for 
some j,, such that 1 d j, d 4. By the definition of the capacity units of 9, P occupies in 
either case at least one unit of capacity from cap(g). These units of capacity must be 
distinct, for the paths in 9 are pairwise disjoint. Therefore, B holds ) 9) capacity units 
from cap(g). 0 
The dual to MDT-P is the following problem. Find in G an odd T-disconnector of 
minimum capacity. The following expresses the complete connection between primal 
and dual problems: 
Theorem 2.2. For any graph G and a given set of terminals T c V(G), 
max I.9 1 = min cap(g); (4) 
the maximum is taken over all T-systems 8, the minimum over all odd T-disconnectors 9. 
The inequality max 1 B 1 ,< min cap(g), follows from Proposition 2.1. The reverse 
inequality is established in Section 5. Namely, using the results of the algorithm, we 
construct a T-system 8* and an odd T-disconnector 9* satisfying (9*1 = cap(g*). 
Remark. In Section 5 we show that an odd T-disconnector of minimum capacity can 
be constructed so that 0 i, . . . , 0, s T. This enables, at will, without violating The- 
orem 2.2, to change the definition of the odd T-disconnector, by assuming a priori that 
the Oj’s are subsets of T. This important restriction may be useful for other extremal 
problems of disjoint paths. 
3. Alternating trails 
Let G and T be as in Section 1, and 9 be a T-system. Consider U 9 as a subgraph of 
G. The degrees in U 9 are clearly restricted to 1 for terminals and to 2 for the other 
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vertices. It is also clear that the latter restrictions on the degrees are, in fact, equivalent 
for any acyclic subgraph of G, to form a T-system. More precisely, we assert the 
following. 
3.1. 
If F is a subgraph of G, with the degree 1 on terminals, and 2 on non-terminals, then 
F = (u 9) u F,,, where 9 is a T-system, ) 9 ( = f 1 F n T(, and F0 is a disjoint union of 
circuits such that FO n T = 0. 
It is convenient to regard each vertex and each edge of G as colored black if it 
belongs to 9 and white if not. A path in G is called black (white), if all of its edges and 
internal vertices are black (white). A trail is a sequence (u,, , ul, . . , u, _ 1, u,) of vertices, 
suchthatei=(Ui~1,Ui),i= l,... ,m, is an edge of G; and ej # ekr j # k. A trail will be 
called alternating trail, if the following hold. 
(1) If u. is black then (uo, ul) is black; if u, is black then (u,_ 1, u,) is black. 
(2) If uk is black then at least one of (uk_ 1, uk) and (uk, uk+ 1) is black, 
k = 1, . . ..m - 1. 
Note that according to the latter definition, a trail P is an alternating trail if and 
only if it is the concatenation of black paths and white paths alternately. An 
alternating trail P is called augmenting trail, if the following are true. 
(3) Both ends are white terminals and no white terminal appears as inner vertex. 
(4) Neither a white vertex nor a terminal is a point of self intersection of P. 
Finally, for a subgraph H of G, and a vertex u of G, we let dg,(u), bdg,(u) and 
wdg,(u) denote the degree, the black degree and the white degree, respectively, 
of u in H. 
Theorem 3.1. A T-system B is maximum if and only ifit induces no augmenting trail. 
Proof. Suppose there exists an augmenting trail P with respect to 9. Consider the 
above mentioned black and white coloring induced by 9, and let B and W denote the 
subgraphs of G, induced by the black and the white edges of G respectively. Let F be 
the subgraph of G induced by the edges of (W n P) + (B - P). (Informally, F is the 
subgraph of G induced by the black edges of G after replacing the colors along P by 
their negatives.) We claim that the degrees in F satisfy the degree restrictions in 3.1. 
For points not in P it is clearly so. For a vertex u of P, 
(i) u is an end of P. Then by (3) dgF(u) = 1. 
(ii) u is an inner white vertex of P. By (4) dgs(u) = 0. Hence, dgp(u) = 2. 
(iii) u is black and is not a crossing point of P. If bdg,(u) = wdg,(u) = 1, then 
dg,(u) = dg,(u). Otherwise bdg,(u) = 2, implying dg,(u) = 0. 
(iv) u is a crossing point of P. By (4) u should be black and non-terminal, so, 
bdg,(u) = wdg,(u) = 2; and thus, dgf(u) = 2. 
From 3.1, it follows that there exists a T-system 9 contained in F such that 
)?P’) = $1 F n Tj, F n T E UY’. Since F contains all black terminals plus two white 
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terminals (the ends of P), it follows that I( UP’) n Tj = I( u 9) n TI + 2. Thus, 
19’1 = I!!?? + 1. 
Conversely, suppose P’ is a T-system with 19’1 > 191. Let E(P) and E(9’) 
be the edge sets of 9 and 8’ respectively. Consider the subgraph G’ induced 
by the symmetric difference E(P)@ E(9’) with the coloring inherited from 
9 (9 black, 9’ white). G’ admits only the degrees 1, 2 or 4, each vertex of 
degree 4 being incident to two black and two white edges. Split each vertex of degree 
4 in G’, into two vertices, each incident to exactly one black and one white edge, and 
let G” denote the obtained graph. The degrees of G” are only 1 (for some terminals), 
and 2. Thus, G” is a disjoint union of paths and cycles. Each path of G” is an 
alternating path. (The vertices were split so as the color changes at each new vertex.) 
Since the number of white l-degree terminals is greater than its black equivalent, it 
follows that at least one component of G”, say P”, is an alternating path with both 
ends white. Merging back split vertices of P” results in an alternating trail P’ in G’. 
Moreover, since white vertices and terminals, can not have the degree 4 in G’, they will 
not appear as crossing points in P’. It follows that P’ is an augmenting trail with 
respect to 9. 0 
4. Algorithm 
4.1. A general description 
Starting with any T-system 9 (possibly @), and the induced coloring, the algorithm 
applies a labeling procedure (Step l), thereby growing up a forest of conventional 
alternating trees each rooted at a white terminal. (The edges of each path from the 
root are alternately white and black.) Each vertex u on the alternating forest is 
assigned a label which is either “S : u” or “T : u”, where tl is the immediate ancestor 
(parent) of u on its respective alternating tree. An “S”-label for v will always indicate 
that (u, v) is black, just as the “T”-label for (u, v) to be white. 
Each vertex on the alternating forest is either a vertex of the initial graph G, or 
is the result of a contraction of a number of vertices of G (a “pseudo-terminal” or a 
“blossom”). 
At the end of the labeling procedure, either the algorithm stops, in which case the 
current T-system is proclaimed maximum, or an augmenting path P is detected on the 
final graph. In the first case a minimum odd T-disconnector may be constructed on 
the basis of the current labeling. In the latter case an augmenting procedure (Step 3) is 
called to expand the blossoms and the pseudo-terminals on the augmenting path P, in 
order to extract from it an augmenting trail P’ of ordinary vertices from the initial 
graph G. 
Note: The initial T-system 9 may be assumed in advance to be maximal (in the 
sense of inclusion), for otherwise it would be possible to augment 9” just by appending 
white T-paths. 
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4.2. Algorithm 
Step 0 (start). For each white terminal t do the following. Let V, be the set of all 
white vertices of G which are reachable from t by a white path. Let G, be the subgraph 
of G induced by I’, u {t}. Construct a spanning tree W, of G, rooted in t (applying 
a suitable labeling procedure, say First Depth Search [9]). W, is referred throughout 
to as maximal white tree. Contract the vertices of W,; i.e. replace W, by a white 
pseudo-terminal [t], and connect [t] by white edges to the black neighbors of I’,. 
Attach the label “S:@’ to [t]. 
Step 1 (labeling). If there exists no white edge (u, u) such that u is labeled “S” and 
u either unlabeled or labeled “s”, then stop (9 is a maximum T-system). Otherwise, 
select one such (u, u) ((u, u) is white and u is black), and apply the appropriate case from 
below. 
Case 1: u is unlabeled. Let P be the black T-path of 9 passing through u, and 
suppose P has the form (tl, PI, ul, u, u2, Pz, tz), where ui, u2 are the neighbors of u, 
PI, P2 are subpaths of P. Do the following. 
(i) Assign the label “T:u” to u. 
(ii) Contract (tl, PI, ul) into a single vertex ri. Construct a maximal white tree 
Wrl rooted in yi, containing only white unlabeled nonterminal vertices (use a proced- 
ure similar to the one described in Step 0 for white terminals). Contract W,.l into 
a black pseudo-terminal [t 1 1. [tl] is regarded as a black terminal replacing the original 
t,. Attach a label “S: v” to [tl]. 
(iii) Do a similar action for (uz, P,, tz). This produces another black “S: u”-labeled 
pseudo terminal [t2]. 
Repeat Step 1. 
Remark 4.1. 
(i) The result is shortened black 2-edge path ( [tl], u, [t2]), replacing P. 
(ii) (u, v, [tl]) and (u, u, [t2]) are two 2-edge alternating paths; (u, u) is white and 
(0, iItllX (0, [bl) are black. 
(iii) The labeled vertices from a disjoint union of trees each rooted at a white 
pseudo-terminal such that for any two vertices x, y lying on the same tree, x is a parent 
of y if and only if y is labeled by “T : x” or “S : x”. 
(iv) By (ii) and (iii), the labels induces an alternating forest of conventional alternat- 
ing trees. 
(v) The “T’‘-labeled vertex u, has two “Y-descendants, [tl] and [tz], in con- 
trast to the “inner vertices” in the algorithm of Edmonds [l], which have only 
one descendant on the alternating tree. These ‘7”-vertices, will prove later 
to be source for any crossing point to appear on the final augmenting trail. However, 
when u is a terminal, i.e. when u = tl or v = t2 (as indeed happening, when this 
algorithm is applied for the matching problem), then only one of (ii) and (iii) is 
activated in effect. Thus, a ‘7”‘-terminal may have only one “child” on the alternating 
tree. 
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Case 2: v is labeled “S”. For each labeled vertex x let P, be the unique path on its 
alternating tree, connecting x with the root [tJ of the tree. (PX is determined, by 
backtracing from x using the vertex components of the labels.) Apply the appropriate 
subcase from the following. 
Subcase 2.1: u and v lie both on the same tree ([t,J = [tV]). Go to Step 2 (blossom- 
ing). 
Subcase 2.2: u and v lie on different trees. Go to step 3 (augmenting), with F, = 
current graph, and PO = ([t,,], I’,, u, v, P,, [&I). 
Step 2 (blossoming). Let b be the latest common ancestor of u and v on their 
common alternating tree, C be the circuit (b, P,, u, v, P,, b), S be the set of all 
“S”-labeled vertices, which are either parents or descendants, of vertices from C, and 
B := C u S. Following Edmonds terminology, we refer B to as a blossom, and b to as 
the base of the blossom. B is said to be “S-based or “T”-based, according to the label 
of b. Apply the appropriate case from the following. 
Case 1 (shrinking an “S-based blossom): b is labeled “S”. Shrink the blossom 
B into a single vertex. The shrunk blossom, considered as a vertex of the reduced graph 
will carry on the notation “B”. The color and the label of B will be the same as of b. 
Case 2 (shrinking a “T”-based blossom): b is labeled “T”. b must have a parent, say 
e, which is referred throughout to as the entry of the blossom. Observe, that as an 
“S-parent of b, e E S, and therefore is an element of the blossom. Shrink B into 
a vertex and attach the new vertex a label and a color same as in e. 
For a later use, let us call the reverse of the blossoming procedure, i.e. the return 
from shrunk vertices to C v S, a re-opening of the blossom. 
Remark 4.2. We show here that each blossom contains an odd number of terminals. 
Let tl, t2 be the ends of a black T-path P from 9 such that t, is shrunk within the 
blossom B = C u S. Then, by the labeling procedure P is contracted into a 2-edge 
path ([tl], v, [t2]), where tl E [tl], t, E [tz], v is labeled “T:u” for some u, and the 
pseudo-terminals [ti] and [t2] have the label “S: v” (Cf. Step 1, Case 1). Suppose v E C. 
Then, as an “S-child of v, [tz] E S. Thus, [tz] E B; i.e. t2 is shrunk within B too (as 
well as tl). Suppose now v$C. Since (its child) [tl] E B, it follows that [ti] is either the 
base or the entry of the blossom. In either case v is the parent of B as a shrunk 
blossom, and t2 is not shrunk within B. In conclusion. for each black blossom B there 
exists exactly one black T-path (ti, P, t2) from 9 such that tl E B and t2#B. All other 
black T-paths are either completely shrunk within B or completely outside B. It 
follows that each black blossom contains an odd number of terminals (all are black). 
Suppose now B is a white blossom. Then, B contains exactly one white terminal (the 
root terminal). Each black terminal in B is lying there along with its mate in 9. Hence 
1 B n TI is odd too. 
Step 3 (augmenting). At this point we have an alternating path PO= 
( [tU], P,, u, v, P,, [to]), where [tU] and [tL,] are white terminals or pseudo-terminals, 
with respect to the current graph FO. Each vertex of P,, is either a vertex of the initial 
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graph G, or a shrunk blossom or a pseudo-terminal. We need to expand the blossoms 
and the pseudo-terminals of P,, in order to extract from it an augmenting trail of 
ordinary vertices of G. Each blossom is in general the result of several sequential 
shrinkings. The expanding goes in the reverse order. We describe an iteration of one 
level expanding. As the induction hypothesis, prior to each expanding step, we have an 
augmenting trail P with respect to the current graph F as defined in Section 3. 
(Initially, P = PO, F = F. .) That is, P is an alternating trail which may self-cross only 
at ordinary nonterminal black vertices. We are to show, that at the end of the 
expanding step, the above properties are passed on to the next trail P’. These 
assumptions are clearly satisfied at the beginning of the process, for P = PO is 
a conventional simple alternating path in FO. 
4.3. Expanding an “S”-based blossom 
Suppose B is an “S-based blossom lying on a current alternating trail P, with 
respect to a current graph F. P = (II,, B, II,), where l7, and II, are subtrails of P, 
which by induction hypothesis do not pass through B. (One of lI,, f12 might be 
empty.) B must be incident to a white edge of either II1 or Z12, say II,. Re-open B just 
one level deep, and denote the resulting graph by F’ (cf. Step 2, Case 1). Let ,0 be the 
vertex of B which is the end of II2 with respect to F’, and let b be the base of the 
blossom. We define now a path n as follows: if b # b, then within B there are exactly 
two disjoint paths from p to b. One of them must be an alternating path. Denote that 
path by Z7. If /I = b, set ZI = 0. 
We turn now to the U,-side of B. If 17, = 0, then the base b of the blossom is a white 
pseudo-terminal (cf. Step 2, Case 1). Suppose Z7i # 0. n, must enter B through 
a black edge (since II2 exits B by a white edge). But the only black edge incident to B in 
F is incident in F’ to the base b of the blossom. Thus, in F’, b is an end of n, . Let 
P’:= (Ii’,, b, Il, j3, Ii’,). Since 17 is a simple (noncrossing) path, P’ is an augmenting 
trail in F’ (which is one level closer to G), satisfying the properties which for P were 
assumed by induction. 
4.4. Expanding a “T”-based blossom 
Suppose P = (n,, B, II,), where B is a “T”-labeled blossom. The current graph 
is F. Suppose the white connection to B on P is through II,. Then, 17i is either 
empty or is connected to B by a black edge. Re-open B, and denote the new graph by 
F’. Let b be the exit point of ZIz from B, as in the “S-base case, b - the base of the 
blossom, and e - its entry (cf. Step 2, Case 2). Let ll be (b - j?) alternating path, as 
defined in the “S-case. We define a path n, as follows: if P${e, b} then 
Z7r := (e, b, L’, ,!I). If /I = b then 17 .,. := (e, b, C, b), where C is the circuit of the blos- 
som, and if /I = e then Ilr .- 0. If II, # 0, then n, enters B through the entry e of the 
blossom (as was the case for b in Subsection 4.3). Thus, P’ = (I7,, e, 17r, fl, n,) will 
replace P in F’. 
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Remark 4.3. Observe that each of the cases /3 = b gives rise to a new crossing point, 
namely b (with C as a loop), to appear on the resulting alternating trail P’. Hence, in 
order for P’ to be an augmenting trail, b must be black and nonterminal. That b is 
black is clear, for by the labeling procedure only black vertices can carry the “T”-label 
(cf. Step 1, Case 1). As well, b can not be a terminal since “T”-terminals can have only 
one descendant (cf. Remark 4.1 (v)), whereas b, as the base of the blossom, is the parent 
of two vertices. 
4.5. Expanding a pseudo-terminal 
Suppose [t] is a pseudo-terminal lying on the alternating trail P, with respect to the 
current graph F. Then, [t] is labeled “S” and by induction, is not a crossing point of P. 
Suppose P = (Z7,, [t], f7,) where Z7, exits [t] through a white edge. 
Case 1: ZI, # 8. Then, ZI, enters [t] by a black edge (u, [t]) where v is the parent of 
[t]. u is an ordinary “T”-labeled vertex lying on a black T-path Q, Suppose Q has the 
form (ti , PI, ul, u, v2, P,, tz), where tl and t2 are terminals, vi, u2 vertices, and PI, P2 
subpaths of Q. Then [t] is the pseudo-terminal replacement of one of the ordinary 
terminals tl and t2, say tl. Then, (tl, PI, ul) is contracted into rl and [t] is the 
contraction of the maximal (nonterminal) white tree Wrl rooted in r-i (cf. Step 1, Case 
l(ii)). Expand [t] back and denote the new graph by F’. Suppose in F’ IT2 exits [t] 
through the vertex j3 (p E [t]). Then within [t] there exists a unique simple alternating 
path Zl connecting vi to b. (II is the concatenation of a black subpath of PI with 
a white path in W,, .) P’ = (II,, v, ul, IZ, /3,Z7,) is the replacement of P in F’. 
Case 2: IZ, = 8. Then, [t] is a white pseudo-terminal which is the contraction of 
a maximal white tree W, rooted in a white ordinary terminal t (cf. Step 0). Expand W, 
and let F’ be the resulting graph. Let p be the end of II, within W,, and Z7 be the 
unique path connecting the root t with /I in W,. Replace P by P’:= (t, Zl, p, ZI,). 
If there still exists a pseudo-terminal or a blossom lying on P, proceed expanding. 
Otherwise, P is an ordinary augmenting trail in G. Augment P as described in Section 
3. (i.e. alter the colors throughout P). Repeat Step 0 (Start). 
4.6. A pseudo-code summary 
Start with any given T-system 9 and the related black and white coloring. 
Step 0 (Start). Contract maximal white trees rooted at white terminals into white 
pseudo-terminals and label them by “S$“. 
Step 1 (labeling). Search for an edge (u, v) with u labeled “S” and v unlabeled or 
labeled “S”. 
If search fails then stop. B is maximum. 
Else do: 
If u is unlabeled, then label it by “T:u”. Contract maximal white trees into black 
pseudo-terminals labeled “S:u”. Repeat Step 1. 
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If u is labeled “S” do: 
If u and u are lying on the same alternating tree then a blossom is detected. Go 
to Step 2 (blossoming). 
Else, an augmenting path is detected on the current graph. Go to Step 3 
(augmenting). 
Step 2 (blossoming). Backtrace from u and v to the base b of the blossom. 
If b is labeled “S” contract the blossom into a vertex labeled same as b. 
Repeat Step 1. 
Else, contract the blossom. Attach a label identical to the label of the entry of the 
blossom (the parent of b). Repeat Step 1 (labeling). 
Step 3 (Augmenting). Re-expand the blossoms and the pseudo-terminals of P in 
order to extract an augmenting trail P, in G. Augment 9 by altering the colors along 
PG. Remove labels. Repeat Step 0 (start). 
5. The dual solution 
In this section we make use of the final labels in order to construct a solution for the 
dual problem. This solution is in turn, used to show the maximality of the final 
T-system output by the algorithm. 
Let P* be the T-system produced by the last augmentation of the algorithm. Then, 
at some point during the labeling procedure, the algorithm stopped without augment- 
ing .P*. Instead, a final “current graph” G* is produced, as the result of the contrac- 
tions of the pseudo-terminals and blossoms. 
A number of black T-paths (of P*) may remain completely unreached by the 
labeling procedure. Let T’ denote the collection of the terminals of these paths. We 
construct a dual odd T-disconnector 9* to consist of: 
(i) A singleton { 19}, for each vertex 0 labeled “T”. (Recall: “T”-labeled vertices are 
all vertices of the initial graph G.) 
(ii) A set T, of all terminals shrunk within B, for each blossom B in G*. 
(iii) A singleton it’), where t’ is an unlabeled terminal, arbitrarily selected from T, 
if T’ is not empty. 
(iv) T’ - {t’}, if (T’j > 2. 
Proposition 5.1. (1) 9* is an odd T-disconnector. 
(2) cap(9*) = )P*\. 
Proof. The sets of the form (i), (iii) and (iv), clearly have odd cardinality. 1 Ts( is odd by 
Remark 4.2. 
We turn now to the main part of (1). Let II be any T-path in G connecting two 
terminals tl and t2. We need to show that 17 either passes through a singleton of 9*, 
or has two vertices in common with one non-singleton of 9*. 
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Remark 5.2. The algorithm stopped since it was not able to find an edge (u, v) with 
u labeled “S”, and u unlabeled or labeled “S”. Thus, in G*, “S-labeled vertices have 
only “T”-neighbors. 
Case 1: Both ti and t2 are unlabeled. Either one of them is t’, or both lie in 
T’ - {t’}. (See (iii) and (iv) above.) 
Case 2: tl is labeled, t2 unlabeled. Then, there exits an edge (u, u) on n with 
u labeled and u unlabeled. By Remark 5.2 the label of u must be “T”. Thus, the 
singleton {u} belongs to 9* by (i). 
Case 3: Both t, and t2 have labels. If one of the terminals, say tl, is labeled by “T”, 
then {t, } E 9* by (i). Suppose both are labeled “S”. Then, tl and tz belong to distinct 
maximal blossoms or pseudo-terminals B1 and B,. Since tl E B1 and t2 $ B1, there 
exists on II an unshrunk edge (u, v) with u E B1 and v $ B1 . (B, , u) is an edge of G*. By 
Remark 5.2, v must carry the ‘7”-label. Hence, {VI E 9*, and part (1) is complete. 
Since 9* is an odd T-disconnector, it follows by Proposition 2.1 that 
cap(9*) > 1 CT* 1. To complete (2), we make the following embedding of the capacity 
units of 9* into .Y*: 
(1) Let (0) be a singleton of 9* of type (i). Then, 0 is labeled “T”, and thus is an 
ordinary black vertex of G. Let P be the unique T-path of Y* passing through 0. 
Associate P with the capacity unit of 9* held by (0). 
(2) Let T, = T n B be a set of 9* of type (ii). Then T, = {tl, r,; 
tz> T2; . ..> r, 't T'f I, r+l}, where tj and zj are the ends of a shrunk T-path Pj from 9*, 
1 <<j d Y. Pj corresponds to the capacity unit of {tj, Tj} in .9*. Note: being entirely 
shrunk within B, Pj cannot pass through any singleton {Q} of type (i). 
(3) Let P’ be the black unlabeled T-path whose end is t’. Associate P’ with the 
capacity unit of {t’}. 
(4) Suppose ) T’I > 2. Let T' be the second end of P’ above. Then, T’ - {t’} 
= {t;.T;;t;,T;;...;t:,T;;T'}, where t;,5;, are the ends of an unlabeled black path 
Pi, 1 d k d s. Associate Pi with the capacity unit of {t;, t;}, 1 < k d s. 0 
6. Algorithm validity and complexity 
6. I. Validity 
The analysis of algorithm validity is divided into the following parts. 
(i) The algorithm is finite. 
(ii) The labeling procedure produces a growing alternating forest. 
(iii) The validity of the augmenting procedure. 
(iv) Maximality of the last T-system produced by the algorithm before it stops. 
(i) The algorithm is clearly a “greedy” one; after each basic iteration of the labeling 
procedure (Step l), either the procedure stops, or at least two unlabeled vertices are 
assigned labels (the first label is “T”, the second is “S”). Once a label is attached to 
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a vertex, it is not removed from it before the labeling procedure terminates. If the 
validity of the expanding process is assumed for the moment, then the labeling 
procedure (Step 0) can be invoked by the algorithm only a finite number of times as 
each such call (except the last one) ends with the augmentation of the last T-system. 
(ii) By induction. Suppose we have an alternating forest just before a particular 
entering to Step 1. We have to verify that the labeling at the end of the step still 
induces an alternating forest. 
Subcase 1: A white edge (u, u) was found such that u is labeled “s” and u unlabeled 
(Step 1, Case 1). Assume (by induction) that u (as well as all “S-vertices) is connected 
to its own parent by a black edge. Since (u, u) is white and (u, [ti]) and (or) (u, [t2]) are 
black (cf. Remark 4.1 (ii)), the tree remains an alternating tree ([ti] and [tz] are 
labeled “s” and connected to their parent v, by a black edge). 
Subcase 2: Step 2 (blossoming) is implemented. A blossom B is shrunk into a vertex 
labeled “s”. Either B is “S-based or “T”-based, B is connected by a black edge to its 
parent (cf. Step 2, Cases 1 and 2). 
(iii) Suppose algorithm calls Step 3 (augmenting). Then, a white edge connecting 
two “S-vertices u, u lying on different trees was detected by Step 1 (labeling). By (ii) 
above P = ([t,,], P,, U, v, P,, [to]) is an alternating simple path. Expanding of the 
blossoms and the pseudo-terminals of P is analized in Section 4 (cf. Remark 4.3). 
(iv) Let g’* be the T-system produced by the algorithm before it stopped. In Section 
5, we have shown that the labels on the final graph F, enables to define a dual odd 
T-disconnector 9*, with cap(9*) = lP*(. By Theorem 2.2, the latter equality implies 
the optimality of both 8* and 9*. 
6.2. Complexity 
There can be at most O(n) augmentations, and therefore at most O(n) implementa- 
tions of the labeling procedure (starting at Step 0). The labeling procedure consists of 
at most O(n) calls to create a blossom or a pseudo-terminal. In addition, it contains an 
expanding subroutine (extracting an augmenting trail for G from the alternating path 
of the current graph F), followed by the augmentation of the current T-system 
(altering the colors along the augmenting trail). 
The detection of each blossom is followed by backtracing the labels to determine 
the latest common vertex b (Section 4.3). This takes the time O(n). Recording the 
blossom as a subgraph requires 0(n2) time, as well as the updating the “current 
graph” (shrinking the blossom). The same bound is valid for the white tree contrac- 
tions. 
Finally, the alternating path P of F contains at most n blossoms. Expanding and 
proper backtracing through a blossom, needs 0(n2) time. (See [8, p. 2381.) Backtrac- 
ing through white trees, at the final stage, is bounded similarly. Thus, a direct 
implementation of the algorithm requires the time 0(n3) for each augmentation. The 
overall running time is therefore 0(n4). 
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